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HOW SUSTAINABILITY

FUNCTIONS AT HERITAGE

SUSTAINABILITY DRIVE AT HERITAGE
We comply with more than 100 criteria related to
operators’ office management, product range,
international business partners and customer
information. The Travelife Standard covers the ISO
26000 Corporate Social Responsibility themes,
including environment, biodiversity, human rights.
We have developed a set of guidelines in keeping
with the Travelife certification scheme in order to
make a positive, sustainable impact on Sri Lanka
Tourism.

Sustainability Policy
Guidelines for wildlife interaction
Consultation guidelines
Purchasing Policy
Destination Do’s and Don’ts
Activities Do’s and Don’ts
Be a Responsible Traveller
– A booklet by Heritage

SUSTAINABILITY COORDINATOR
At Heritage Expediciones, a dedicated sustainability co-ordinator is
assigned and when it comes to sustainability related deeds, he will be
representing Heritage. The co-ordinator ensures that the organization
is up to date with global sustainability practices and dissemination of
sustainability.
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CARING FOR OUR

ENVIRONMENT

PLASTIC FREE OFFICE
We replaced,
plastic wastepaper baskets with cane baskets,
Plastic cutlery and bottles with reusable cutlery and glass bottles
drinking water bottles with glass bottles

WE MAKE THE SUNSHINE OUT OF OUR PANELS
In keeping with the “Go Green”
concept, we invested 3.6 Milion LKR
and have converted our electricity to a
Solar Concept. With this, one the best
and necessary things in life ended up
being free as we currently run with
ZERO electricity bill.

We discontinued,
Single use plastic
regiform boxes
paper serviettes.
We implemented,
Bringing lunch in a reusable or sustainable packing
Bringing own serviettes

WE REDUCE, REUSE AND RECYCLE OUR PAPERS
We use FSC certified Fedrigoni Paper for all our printing. GFA certified company "ONVEL printing"
is the partner in printing for us. All our maps, envelopes and bag tags on the sustainable paper.
With all these measures, we assume that our printing done on sustainable paper materials is
almost 100%. All our employees contribute towards this by cause by reducing and reusing in our
daily needs. 192 Kg of wastepaper (6/08/2019 –21/08/2020) was collected and donated to
Neptune Recyclers
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WE ARE PEOPLE FRIENDLY

OPEN DOOR POLICY

WE GET EVERYONE INVOLVED

Any employee is free (and is encouraged to) talk to the
top management directly, with regard to their
grievances, complaints and concerns if any. Active
measures are in place to attend to the concern and
provide a lasting and satisfactory solution.

ENGAGEMENT
We established our Sustainability Team with 04 voluntary staff
members on the 28th of May 2019 after our initial sustainability
training session. All team members are Travelife Certificate Holders.
The team meet on a regular basis and work towards identifying
opportunities where the organization could contribute towards
Sustainability and executing them.

AWARENESS
From the point we embraced sustainability concept, all our staff members are
trained on sustainability with workshops and online trainings. This includes our
chauffeur and National guides too.
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WE STRIVE TO SUPPORT
AND UPLIFT THE COMMUNITY
WE BUY LOCAL

Our guests are given gifts in a bio-degradable cloth bag with a following Tag Line
- “This Bio-Degradable bag is a product of our community project, by
providing this bag we project our commitment to sustainability, every use
of this bag will help to protect our earth.”, the bag is produced by a local who
is under one of our CSR Projects:
We gift our clients locally produced tea and carvings.

WE SHARE AND CARE
74 children in Mulleriyawa were donated with
stationeries and school bags. The bags were
purchased from a self-employed individual
dry rations worth Rs. 30,000/= to the needy
community in Colombo 10 to daily paid
workers, who faced difficulties due to the
sudden lock down for Covid 19
50,000 LKR contribution towards a Roller
Ironer to the Kandy General Hospital
Psychology Assessment Tools were donated
to the Cerebral Palsy Lanka Foundation

WE DO OUR PART
To support the local community, we have identified and promoted “Home Stay” concept to
our clients where they get to stay with a local family and experience their way of life. We
encourage them to eat and buy local.
All of our excursion providers are local businesses which are mostly owned by individuals
who we have identified during our inspection visits.
To support the traditional lace makers in our rural communities. We have made
arrangements for our clients to visit the Beeralu Lace Industry in the south of Sri Lanka.
We contribute towards Palmyrah industry in Northern part of Sri Lanka with making
arrangements for our clients to visit the village.
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WE INVOLVE OUR SUPPLIERS
COMMITMENT
We acknowledge our responsibility towards society by being a good corporate
citizen. To reach our goals within Corporate Responsibility, the company
works closely with stakeholders including our own employees, customers,
local communities, and suppliers. We emphasize that our hotel partners and
all other suppliers should involve themselves in this action towards responsible
tourism.
115 Hotels acknowledged our Code of Conduct for Hoteliers. The COC
includes
Compliance with applicable law in general
Accommodation
Sexual exploitation of children and adolescents
Monitoring and enforcement

KNOWLEDGE
27 chauffeur guides trained on sustainability along with
12 chauffeur guides who were assisted with Travelife
online trainings on guides, child rotection and Covid-19.
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THE “COMMUNITY
SUPPORTIVE
TOUR”

BE A RESPONSIBLE TRAVELLER – A BOOKLET BY
HERITAGE

MAKING A DIFFERENCE

The “Community Supportive Tour” is mostly based on local
homestay programs and sustainable hotels. The tour is rich
with environment friendly activities, such as nature walks,
cycling, catamaran tours and village tours which are
conducted while respecting sustainable practises and
Guidelines of the company. Clients get the opportunity to
experience local culture, their way of life and the authenticity
of the country while allowing them to travel in a sustainable
manner. They also get to contribute towards the needy
community with activities such as enjoying a massage by
blind therapists of ' Thusare Talking Hands' which will bring
bright for the blind. Find out more.....

The more the guest know about the destination, the better he / she
can understand and appreciate it. With this in our mind, we have
invested our time and effort in creating the “Be a responsible
traveller” booklet which will be available on our website. This booklet
will also be printed on sustainable paper and handed over to the
guest at the time of his / her arrival.

WE CARE ABOUT OUR GUESTS
WE SHARE THE KNOWLEDGE
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TOP RESPONSIBLE PRODUCTS
A TASTE OF THE LOCALITY

BECOME A VILLAGER IN CONTRIBUTE TOWARDS VISIT THE VILLAGE OF “WEWE
Visit the Local Market, which is the best WELLAWAYA
TURTLE CONSERVATION YAYA” WITH AN “ORUWA”
place to get a glimpse of the local
The Rekawa Turtle Conservation (CATAMARAN)
products. Then partake in the cookery
demonstration which is an interesting
process where how the curries are
gathered using spices such as chilli
powder, curry powder, pepper, saffron
etc is seen. Have a bath at the spring
water well similar to how the locals take
their baths. It is not like a shower but a
method where the water should be
drawn with a bucket from the well and
pour it over the body. Enjoy the lunch Indulge in a village walk with a
which was just cooked.
local guide followed by a Farmers
Lunch in a typical Local House.
Experience the rural village life in
Sri Lanka and travel through
paddy fields and traditional
vegetable farming fields

Project is a marine turtle conservation
site that aims at protecting the sea
turtles that visit the coastline.it became
imperative to safeguard the nesting
sites and aid in the conservation of the
species. experience turtle nesting
and laying of eggs. This activity
commences after midnight. A
contribute towards this project could
be made by a cash donation.
Crossing the Yoda Kandiya Lake in an
Oruwa” (Catamaran), have lunch in a
local house and enjoy a tour by “Oruwa”
(Catamaran) in the evening with bird
watching in an island in the middle of the
lake
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HERITAGE EXPEDICIONES HELPS VIDYATHILAKA
VIDIYALAYA THIMBIRIGASYAYA
Heritage Expediciones Ltd. wound up the year
2019 with a community project on 13 December
2019 involving the Vidyathilaka Vidiyalaya in
Thimbirigasyaya. Located in close proximity to
the company’s premises,
The school’s building which houses the Year 1, 2 and 3 classrooms were in
need of refurbishment. The team at Heritage Expediciones volunteered to do
the painting of the walls, desks and chairs. The project carried out on 09th
December and was an immense success with the team working tirelessly to
make sure these kids come back to a beautiful classroom in their new year of
school.- Find out more.....

COMPLETED PROJECTS

IN 2019/20

HERITAGE EXPEDICIONES ENGAGES IN BEACH CLEAN-UP
The team of Heritage Expediciones Ltd.
engaged in a beach clean-up sustainability
activity along the west coast of Sri Lanka
(Dharmarama Road in Ratmalana) on 4
October.
“At the first point of meeting the Public Health
Inspector of Dehiwala/Mount Lavinia
Municipality Shehan Rajapaksha he was very
keen to understand the mission of our clean
up. We indicated to him that we were involved
in inbound tourism and working towards a
goal of becoming a sustainable tour perator.
The location he offered us was very badly
littered, nevertheless we took up the challenge
to clean it. At the end we looked back at this
blissful beach which was a hive of pollution a
few hours before! Find out more.....
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OUR TASK FOR 2020/21
sustainability and responsible tourism are
our priorities and core, we take all effort to
make a sizable impact to promote
sustainability among our suppliers and
guests.

Sri Lanka Tourism, in line with the guidance received from the
Ministry of Health (MoH) and the World Health Organization
(WHO), have ensured the adoption of right measures to minimize
chances of re-entry and/or community spreading of COVID-19
within the country. Planning the operation under those guidelines
and health protocols is completely a new challenge as past
practices cannot be continued under the covid-19 circumstances.
As of our task for 2020/21, we plan to adhere to the above
protocols and service the travellers with the best available
sustainable resources.

RESPONSIBLE HOTELS
TRAVELIFE GOLD CERTIFIED
Jetwing - Yala
Heritance - Negombo
Jetwing Lighthouse - Galle
Heritance Tea Factory
Heritance - Ahungalla
Royal Palms Beach Hotel
Jetwing Beach
Heritance Ayurveda Maha
Gedara
Jetwing Blue
Heritance Kandalama
Hikka Tranz by Cinnamon
Cinnamon Bey - Beruwela
Club Hotel Dolphin
Riu Sri Lanka

IN SRI LANKA

OTHER RESPONSIBLE OPTIONS
98 Acres resort & spa
Polwaththa Ecolodges
Elephant Watch Hut
AMBA Estate
Rafters Retreat
Big Game Camps & Lodges
Wild Trails
Kirinda Walauwa
Galkanda walawwa
The Fortress
Ulagalla
Ranweli Holiday Village
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